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Design of a heterostructure peapod using magic silicon clusters
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We show that the fabrication of one-dimensional Si nanostructures with tailored electronic structure and
optical properties can be achieved by encapsulating magic metal-doped Si clusters in carbon nanotubes. This
cannot only effectively change the properties of the so-called peapod, but also can keep the intrinsic structure
of Si clusters growing in one dimension due to its confinement by the nanotube. Using density functional
calculations, the minimum tube size is found to be~9,9! for encapsulating magic WSi12 clusters. Due to its
nonspherical shape, the interaction of the magic cluster with the tube is orientation dependent. The larger
atomic size of Si also forces the cluster-tube and cluster-cluster distances to be larger than those of a C60@C
tube, resulting in a weaker interaction with the tube. The experimental optical absorption spectra are well
reproduced for empty carbon nanotubes, which can be greatly changed with WSi12 encapsulation, thus enabling
the nanoheteropeapod to have important applications in nanodevices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Small atomic clusters containing about a dozen ato
constitute subnanoscale systems that exhibit unique size
composition specific properties. It has been suggested1 that
assembling these clusters into bulk form, while maintain
their structural integrity, can lead to a novel route for t
synthesis of cluster assembled materials with tailored pr
erties. Since the atomic clusters are in general metasta
they tend to coalesce when brought into each other’s vicin
To minimize or prevent the possibility of this coalescence
is necessary either to start with clusters that are unusu
stable~so-called magic clusters! and/or isolate them in ma
trices. Recent discoveries of carbon fullerenes2 and
nanotubes3 have provided a way in which clusters can
assembled. The C60 carbon fullerenes are so stable that th
can be assembled without passivation to form a bulk crys
These fullerenes containing endo- or exdohedral metal at
can also be assembled to form bulk structure. Individ
single-wall carbon nanotubes~SWNT’s!, on the other hand
enclose a cylindrical empty space which can be filled w
atoms or clusters. One such system consists of C60 clusters
embedded inside a nanotube and resembles the structure
peapod. We call this as homopeapod as both fullerenes
nanotubes consist of carbon atoms. The first homopea
C60@SWNT’s was observed in material prepared by la
ablation using high-resolution transmission electron micr
copy ~TEM!.4 Thus studies of peapods link the cluster s
ence and nanotube science. The excitement in the resear
nanopeapods arises from the fact that one can vary the
and composition of the embedded clusters as well as the
of the nanotube, thus providing flexibility in the
synthesis.5–11 Recent measurements of the electronic a
structural properties for the homonanopeapods have b
performed using electron-energy-loss spectroscopy in tr
mission mode.12 It has been found that C60 peapods with a
SWNT diameter distribution of 1.29–1.45 nm have an av
age fullerene filling of 60%. However, as for the electron
and optical properties, the overall shape of the respons
0163-1829/2002/66~24!/245425~6!/$20.00 66 2454
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the SWNT and the peapods is very similar: the differen
exists only in the fine structure. This indicates that there
no big changes in the properties of the homopeapod o
C60@C tube compared to the empty C tube. This experim
proposed a new challenge for the studies of the peapod.
one find a suitable cluster that, when inserted into the na
tube, will change the properties of the nanotube?

In this paper, we investigate the design of a heteropea
in which non-carbon-based clusters are inserted into a ca
nanotube. In order to form such a peapod, the encapsula
clusters should be stable by themselves to reduce the p
bility of their coalescence. We have chosen the WSi12 cluster
as dopant due to the following reasons: Silicon plays an
tegral part in electronic devices. Although Si is tetravale
like C, Si clusters do not form cagelike structures. In a rec
experiment, WSi12 has been found to be a magic cluster13

Theoretical studies show that it is composed of two hexa
nal rings with a W atom in its center. This new magic clus
has attracted wide publicity and interest because of the p
sible applications of silicon cage clusters in nanoscience
nanoelectronic devices.14–17 One very basic question is how
to assemble this much promising magic cluster? It is natu
to imagine the possibility of constructing a one-dimensio
chain of these caged clusters. However, detailed studies18 of
their dimer indicate that in free space the two clusters in
act and consequently their structures are seriously destro
Thus it is difficult to construct a one-dimensional Si nan
structure in free space using this WSi12 tube-shaped unit. We
discuss an alternate possibility where the magic WSi12 clus-
ter is inserted into a C nanotube. There are several ques
that need to be addressed.~1! What is the minimum tube size
to encapsulate this magic cluster?~2! What is the favorable
orientation of this nonspherical cluster in the carbon tub
~3! How strong are the interactions between the cluster
tube?~4! How far apart should the two Si clusters be in t
tube? ~5! Are the properties of this heteropeapod differe
from that of the empty tube and/or the homopeapod of
C60@C tube? In the following we describe our theoretic
procedure and results.
©2002 The American Physical Society25-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Three orienta-
tions of the magic WSi12 cluster
inside the carbon nanotube.
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II. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

We have performedab initio calculations using an itera
tive solution of the Kohn-Sham equations, based on
minimization of the norm of the residual vector to ea
eigenstate and an efficient charge density mixing.19,20For the
exchange-correlation functional, gradient-corrected functi
als in the form of the generalized gradient approximatio21

~GGA! have been chosen. In order to optimize geome
effectively, a plane-wave basis set is adopted with
projector-augmented-wave~PAW! method originally devel-
oped by Blöchl22 and recently adapted by Kresse a
Joubert.23 The particular advantage of the PAW method ov
the ultrasoft pseudopotentials is that the pseudization of
augmentation charge can be avoided. The structure opt
zation is symmetry unrestricted and carried out us
conjugate-gradient algorithm. Since experimentally it is n
yet possible to synthesize a perfect nanotube of ‘‘infini
length, we have considered a tube with finite length. T
dangling bonds are terminated with H atoms, which does
produce any localized states near the tube edges.24 We used
supercells with 12-Å vacuum spaces alongx, y, andz direc-
tions for all the calculated peapods. The Gamma poin
used to represent the Brillouin zone due to the large su

FIG. 2. Encapsulation energy changes with nanotube size
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cell. The cutoff energy is 300 eV, and the convergence cr
ria for energy and force are 1024 eV and 0.002 eV/Å, re-
spectively.

In the present calculations, we used armchair tubes
they are energetically more stable.25 To reduce the computa

FIG. 3. ~Color! Preferable orientation of the cluster dimer insid
the carbon nanotube of~9, 9!. The bonds between Si atoms and
atoms are not shown for the sake of simplicity. The distances
tween the clusters and the cluster and tube edge as well cluster
are also shown.
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DESIGN OF A HETEROSTRUCTURE PEAPOD USING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 245425 ~2002!
tional costs, the supercells are chosen with different sizes
different purposes. To determine the minimum tube size
encapsulating this magic cluster,~6, 6!, ~7, 7!, ~8, 8!, and~9,
9! tubes with 9.22 Å length are used, which are compose
~84C, 24H!, ~98C, 28H!, ~112C, 32H!, and~126C, 36H! at-
oms, respectively. The WSi12 cluster is put in the central par
of the tubes. Due to the nonspherical shape of WSi12, the
interactions are orientation dependent, which makes the
culations more costly as compared with the C60 case. We
have chosen three typical orientations as shown in F
1: ~1! sixfold axis of the cluster aligned parallel to the tu
axis ~configuration A!, ~2! twofold axis~through the two op-
posite squares! of the cluster aligned parallel to the tube ax
~configuration B!, and~3! twofold axis~through the two op-
posite edges! of the cluster aligned parallel to the tube ax
~configuration C!.

The encapsulating energies are defined as the energy
in inserting a WSi12 cluster into the nanotube: namely,

DE5E@WSi12@tube#2E@ tube#2E@WSi12#. ~1!

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The encapsulating energies in Eq.~1! are shown in Fig. 2
for the four tube sizes. Due to the small size of~6, 6!, ~7, 7!,
and ~8, 8!, the WSi12 cluster is seriously distorted and unf
vorable energetically. The~9, 9! tube is the smallest one fo
encapsulating this magic cluster. The encapsulating ene
for the ~9,9! tube are20.071,20.133, and20.176 eV for
the configurations ofA, B, andC, respectively. Therefore, th
favorable orientation is configurationC. The shortest dis-
tanceD between the cluster and the tube wall is 4.138
This can be understood using the following simple augme
It has been found that the smallest tube to encapsulate C60 is
~10,10!, and the shortest distanceD0 between C60 and the
tube wall is 3.31 Å.6 This distance can be approximated
using the sum of atomic radiiR with some scale factorK. In
the C60@C tube case,D05K(RC1RC), while in the Si case,
D5K(RSi1RC). ~Because Si and C have the same vale
configurations, the scaling factorK can be taken to be th
same value in the first order approximation.! We know that
the Si atom is 1.5 times larger in radius than the C atom
D52.53K3RC . This yieldsD/D051.25, which is exactly
the ratio of cluster-tube distances between WSi12- and
C60-doped systems~4.138 to 3.31!. The larger distance in the
WSi12 case results in weaker interactions with the tube
compared with the C60 case, where the encapsulating ene
is 20.51 eV.6 Therefore, we can see that size is a main fac
to determine whether a cluster can be encapsulated or n

We have next examined the case where two WSi12 clus-
ters are inserted into the nanotube. For this purpose, we
the ~9,9! tube with length of 21.6 Å, which contains 306
atoms and 36 H atoms. Two clusters are put symmetricall
the tube with orientationC ~Fig. 1!, and the initial distance is
set to be 2.3 Å~the bond length in bulk Si!. The structure of
the dimer after full optimization is shown in Fig. 3. Th
equilibrium distance between the two clusters became 3.
Å, which is larger than 3.14 Å in the C60 case.6 Note that
with this distance between the clusters, each WSi12 is 4.27 Å
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from the edge of the tube. This is significently larger than
dimer bond length, and thus we do not expect properties
the embedded dimer to be affected by edge effects.
structure of the embedded WSi12 cluster remains essentiall
unaltered from that of its gas phase structure. This can
clearly seen from Fig. 4, where we have compared these
structures in free space and in the carbon nanotube. The b
length changes only a little bit, and theD6h symmetry also
remains unchanged. This results from a weak interaction
tween the clusters and between the clusters and tube.
can be demonstrated by examining the charge density pr
plotted in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5~a! we have shown the charg
density contours corresponding to densities in the range
0.1–1.0e Å 3 along the dimer axis, while that in Fig. 5~b!, it
corresponds to charge distributions in the plane perpend
lar to the dimer axis. We can see that there is very lit
overlap in density between the clusters or between the clu
and tube wall.

It is very interesting to note that due to the confinement
the tube wall, the two clusters can only move along the tu
axis, and the intrinsic structure of the cluster itself can
kept. In this way one-dimensional Si nanostructures can
fabricated, which is totally different from the situations
free space.18 This can be understood as follows: The larg
number of core electrons in Si makes it much more diffic
for two Si atoms to form double or triple bonds. Cons

FIG. 4. Geometrical structure of WSi12 with D6h symmetry in
free space~a! and in the nanotube~b!.

FIG. 5. Charge density contour plots on the planes through
tube axis~a! and perpendicular to the tube axis~b! in the range of
0.1– 1.0e/Å 3 with contour spacing 0.05e/Å 3.
5-3
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quently, Si prefers to form multidirectional single bon
(sp3). Since there are no constraints in free space, clus
often aggregate and the composite structure is rebuilt du
the new bonding requirement.

We now examine if the electronic structure and proper
of the heteropeapod are different from those of the homop
pod or empty tube. In Fig. 6, we compare the electron d
sity of states~DOS! between the empty tube and heterope
pod. In order to see clearly the changes of the DOS near
Fermi level, smaller energy windows are also shown. T
DOS at the Fermi energy of the empty tube shown in F
6~a! is small, but not zero: this is because the armchair t
is metallic, and the DOS of a finite tube with length of on
a few nanometers resembles that of infinite long tubes.26 The
DOS at the Fermi level in the peapod is much higher th
that in the empty tube, making the peapod more meta
This is similar to the impurity states which can be introduc
into the gap region when impurities are doped. In order
check the changes in the optical absorption spectrum, fur
calculations are performed with theDMOL package.27 Double

FIG. 6. DOS for the empty tube~a! and for the peapod~b!:
smaller energy windows are given around the Fermi level.
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numerical atomic basis sets augmented with polariza
functions ~DNP! are used. The exchange correlation
treated using the generalized gradient approximation p
scribed by Perdew and Wang and Becke~BPW91!. The cal-
culation for optical absorption spectrum is based on two
sic approximations:27 ~1! The absorption is approximate
by the dipole transition, and~2! the excited state is describe
by the Kohn-Sham orbitals of the ground state, which
nores both relaxation effects and more fundamental probl
describing excited states within density functional theo
~DFT!.

For the empty tube, it has been found recently12 that there
are three main absorption peaks at 0.7, 1.3, and 1.8 eV,
the intensity order follows as first peak.third peak
.second peak, as shown in Fig. 7~c!. These features are we
reproduced in our calculations as shown in Fig. 7~a!, where
the Gaussian expansion with width of 0.1 eV is used. Th
peaks are calculated to be at 0.7, 1.2, and 1.7 eV, and
intensity order is also in agreement with experiment.13 This
is particularly gratifying since density functional theory ev
with the GGA does not yield the band gap in quantitati
agreement with experiment. One possible reason is that
approximated method used in theDMOL package for the op-
tical absorption may compensate in some way for the d
ciency in DFT. We also note that the small differences b
tween the calculated spectra and the experiment could
attributed to the tube size: we used a~9,9! tube with 12.2 Å
diameter, while in experiment the tube size ranges from 1
to 14.5 Å.12 It is very encouraging to see that when WSi12 is
encapsulated, the optical absorptions are changed a lot
peaks are shifted towards the higher energies~1.0, 1.6, and
2.1 eV!, and the intensities are also changed, as indicate
Fig. 7~b!. This is due to the different geometry and differe
bonding features in WSi12 and C60. Therefore, the hetero
peapod WSi12@C tube shows quite different electronic an
optical properties as compared to those of the homopea
C60@C tube.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have studied the structure, stability, el
tronic, and optical properties of WSi12 clusters encapsulate
in carbon nanotubes. Both Si clusters and carbon nanotu
individually are important subjects in chemistry, physics, a
nanomaterial science. We have combined these two tec
logically important systems into one by designing a hete
peapod. This combination provides more variables for na
materials design and control, especially since the tube siz
well as the composition of encapsulated cluster can be tu
Such flexibility could allow one to search for some ne
nanostructure with exotic properties. Following is a su
mary of our results: ~1! The ~9, 9! SWNT is the smallest
tube for encapsulating the WSi12 cluster. ~2! Of the three
configurations of the cluster with respect to the tube cons
ered, the energetically favorable structure is configurationC
in Fig. 1, in which the twofold axis through the two opposi
edges of the WSi12 cluster is parallel to the axis of the carbo
nanotube.~3! The equilibrium distance between WSi12 clus-
ters in configurationC of the ~9, 9! tube is 3.46 Å, and the
5-4
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FIG. 7. Optical absorption spectra:~a! Calculated spectra for the empty carbon tube,~b! calculated spectra for the hetropeapod
WSi12@C tube, and~c! experimental optical absorption spectra for the empty nanocarbon tube and for the homopeapod of C60@C tube~Ref.
12!. The absorption intensity is in arbitrary units.
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cluster-cluster and cluster-tube interactions are weak.~4! The
electronic density of states at the Fermi energy of this h
eropeapod is much higher than the empty carbon tube,
gesting that this heteropeapod behaves more metallic.~5!
The three main absorption peaks in the optical spectrum
the empty carbon nanotube are well reproduced in our
culations, while these absorption peaks are shifted to hig
energies and the intensities are changed when WSi12 clusters
are encapsulated. Since the synthesis of WSi12 cluster,13

many other metal-stabilized Si cage clusters have been fo
recently, such asM@Si16 (M5Hf and Zr!,28 M@Si20 (M
5Ba, Sr, Ca, Zr, and Pb!,29 and Cr@Si12.30 It will be inter-
E.
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esting to see if these clusters can be assembled inside a
bon nanotube without compromising the structural integr
of the cluster and/or the tube.
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